
  
PLUG-IN FOR UNITY 3D 

INTERACT is a powerful platform used for visualizing and interacting with 3D CAD models in Virtual 

Reality.  

Development of scripts and customization of your solution 

It is a plug-in for the well-known 3D game engine Unity. It is 

therefore open, allowing professionals and individuals to develop 

their own scripts to customize the solution they need.  

In Interact, you have access to predefined environments, tree 

visualisation, kinematic constraints, cable simulation, industrial 

library, etc. The most important is that you have haptics, 

ergonomic evaluation and multi-user collaboration (only intra 

IT). 

In terms of customization, you can create custom application 

with API and also custom materials & colours.  

This application can be used with the following supported 

systems: VR headsets support (HTC Vive, Vive Pro, Oculus, 

MMR), HoloLens, CAVE, Powerwall. 

With a VR headset, the application give you access to a VR 

toolbox: Grab objects, explode, annotations, etc.  

We created tutorials by series on most Interact functions and 

uses that you can find on our YouTube channel. 

Link to our first tutorial video: …. 

 

 

 

The platform combines 2 core 

technologies:  

Δ PIXYZ 

Δ XDE Physics Engine 

 

 Interact is distributed as a Unity 3D 

package. 

A license is required to used Interact.  

With Interact, you can:  

Δ Import CAD/3D scan model, 

Δ Physicalize objects, 

Δ Scenarize, 

Δ Deploy and collaborate. 

Handling: 1-day training. 

Target: Developers, Engineers. 

 

WHY INTERACT ?  
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« INTERACT interface » 



 
TRAINING/VISUALISATION use cases: 

Δ Training:  
Interact can be used for training. A scenario can be used to show what movements we wanted the 

trainee to do. Then, we equipped him with hand trackers and a headset, and he can make the 

movements wanted in the industrial environment. This allows a certain user’s autonomy.  

 

“You can see the object trajectory and the scenario tasks in a graph.” 
 

Δ  Visualisation :  
With Interact, test your solutions or products before sending it to production. This reduce the cost of 
the validation process.  If there is a problem, it can be solved rapidly. The visualisation allows you to 
carry out the production process with high precision physical models. 
 

  

“Working on Interact!” 

We created tutorials by series on most Interact functions and uses that you can find on our YouTube 

channel. Link to our first tutorial video: …. 
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TESTIMONIES:  
 
In March 2019, two of our clients give us their testimonies about the INTERACT Plug-In:  
 

From Alstom, Guillaume Reux, Innovation Coordinator told us that:  
“As part of the project of a new production line for the TGV 2020, we are using INTERACT for 4 
months already. From a price/performance ratio point of view, the INTERACT solution is currently 
one of the best available on the market.” 
 

From ENISE Engineering School, Jonathan Pascal, Virtual Reality Research Engineer told us:  
“At Enise, we are using INTERACT for about 1 year: the integration/import of CAD files for interactive 
project reviews has never been so easy! It is a powerful tool that allows us to meet emerging and 
ambitious demands.”  
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